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Welcome to issue five of Your Pension Matters, our annual newsletter about the 
Affinity Water Pension Plan (which we’ll refer to as ‘the Plan’). 

This newsletter contains information that’s relevant to your DB pension plan. Soft 
copies of this issue, as well as all previous issues, of the newsletter can be found on 
pensionsWEB.

As usual, the newsletter includes a range of articles that we believe will be of 
interest to you, but if you have any ideas for future issues of the newsletter, please 
don’t keep them to yourself – content suggestions are always welcome. 

If at any time you want to have a chat about your pension or you need clarification 
on anything, please feel free to contact any of the trustee directors or the Hymans 
helpline. You’ll find all the contact details on the back page of this newsletter.

Every year we hope that this might actually be the year when things calm down a 
bit and we can just tick along with ‘business as usual’. However, when auto-enrolment 
stops, Brexit concerns take over, and once pensions freedoms have become embedded, 
it’s time to focus on GDPR, and so it goes on. As ever, there’s plenty to discuss this year.
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This year’s round-up
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Our long-term objective has always been 
to achieve a ‘self-sufficiency’ funding 
position. This is when the value of the 
DB assets is such that, assuming a very 
conservative return on investments, 
no contributions to the Plan would 
be required from the employers or 
members, apart from those being paid 
to cover the build-up of new benefits by 
current members. 

The Plan has adopted the self-
sufficiency target as its technical 
provisions, which are used to measure 
the funding of the Plan on an ongoing 
basis. As at 31 December 2017, the date 
of the most recent triennial actuarial 
valuation, the Plan’s funding level on the 
self-sufficiency basis was 99.7% (2016 
90%). The Plan’s deficit stood at £1.5m 
(2016 deficit of £57.2m). This positive 
movement was largely driven by strong 
investment returns on the Plan’s assets 
over 2017.

Since then the overall funding position 
of the DB section has continued to 
improve. As at 30 September 2018 our 
self-sufficiency funding position reached 
102%, with a surplus of £10m. Achieving 
this self-sufficiency status now is well 
ahead of our original target of 2026. The 
Trustee is currently reviewing its strategy 
to maintain this strong position going 
forward.

Annual funding statement
This newsletter is also your annual 
summary funding statement as at  
31 December 2017. Although we expect 
the Plan to continue having the support 
of the employers going forward, we are 
required to pass on some information 
about what would happen if the Plan 
were forced to wind up (if either of 
the employers became insolvent, for 
example). In this case it is possible that 
your benefits could be reduced and, 
in some circumstances, the Pension 
Protection Fund might be able to take  
over the Plan and pay limited 
compensation to members (visit  
www.pensionprotectionfund.org.uk  
for more details).

If the Plan had to wind up, the 
employers would have to pay extra funds 
into the Plan so that the Trustee could 
secure all members’ benefits with an 
insurance company. If the Plan had wound 
up on 31 December 2017 we estimate that 
we would have needed around £140m 
more to ensure that all members’ benefits 
could be paid in full. This extra amount is 
needed because buying a policy from an 
insurance company is expensive.

As required, the Trustee also confirms 
that the employers haven’t been paid out 
of Plan funds during the 12 months to  
31 December 2017.

surplus in the fund

£10m Self-sufficiency funding level

102%

Strong funding position



Throughout this newsletter we refer 
to the ‘Trustee’, ‘trustee directors’ and 
the ‘Board’ – detailed below is a simple 
summary of these terms and what they 
involve.

The Trustee of the Plan is a company 
managed by a Board of six trustee 
directors:
• three directors are nominated by 

Affinity Water, one of whom is the Chair
• two directors are nominated by 

members of the Plan
• one director is an independent external 

director who is selected by Affinity 
Water.

Company Secretary Siân Woods and 
Administration Assistant Christine 
Hartwell do a lot of the organising for 
the Board and its committees, including 
managing documents and meetings. 

The Trustee is responsible for all aspects 
of the Plan and for safeguarding the 
interests of all members. The necessary 
tasks are carried out by the Board as 
well as by external specialist advisors 
and administrators who are employed 
by the Plan – the main services provided 
by Hymans Robertson (Hymans) and 
Eversheds Sutherland are summarised 
below.

Work of the Trustee

Hymans provides a range of services:
• administration – managing the day-to-day operation 

of the Plan, such as maintaining member data, paying 
pensions, managing contributions and retirements, and 
dealing with member enquiries

• actuarial services – these involve detailed calculation 
and consideration of factors like longevity (how long 
people live), investment returns and membership age 
profile. The actuaries produce reports for the Board 
showing, for example, the long-term liabilities of the 
Plan and the likelihood of the current contribution and 
investment strategy meeting these liabilities

• investment management – the investment team 
advises the Trustee on selecting and monitoring 
suitable funds.

Eversheds Sutherland is our legal advisor:
• advice and update on legal matters – the legal team 

updates the Trustee on changes to legislation and 
learning from court cases. The team also provides 
general advice on actions that the Trustee needs to take 
in order to comply with legislation – if necessary, this 
can involve running training sessions for the directors

• legal works – where changes to the Plan are needed or 
where a specific project requires legal input, Eversheds 
will undertake this work for the Trustee.
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There’s a lot of work that goes on in the 
background, to make sure the Plan runs 
smoothly – this requires an extremely 
high level of cooperation by all parties. 

As well as quarterly Board meetings, 
the Trustee holds a series of meetings 
designed to maintain communication 
across all parties, review and assess 
detailed information and facilitate 
decision-making. This work is mainly 
carried out by the following three 
committees:
• Investment and Funding Committee 

(IFC) – reviews and makes decisions 
on all aspects of the Plan’s investment 
portfolio and the strategy required to 
pay members’ benefits

• Member Experience and Governance 
Committee (MEGC) – reviews 
the administration of the plan, 
considers issues around member 
experience, recommends how best 
to communicate with members and 
suggests improvements to Plan/Trustee 
governance

• Defined Contribution Committee (DCC) 
– established to focus on the needs 
of DC members, who now represent 
around 80% of all active members. 

At Board meetings all trustee directors 
(with their advisors) take reports from 
the committees, approve decisions 
and receive relevant training.

Other regular meetings include:
• monthly trustee meetings – all 

available directors have a one-hour 
catch-up to review current issues

• monthly communication meetings 
– communication representatives 
from Affinity Water and Affinity for 
Business get together to make sure 
that communications are consistent 
across both companies and to 
consider the type and content of 
current and future channels that 
will provide the best experience for 
members

• updates – Trustee and Affinity 
Water directors meet every quarter 
to update each other on key 
pension matters in a less formal 
environment than the full Board 
meeting. Similar updates are shared 
between the Chair and Affinity for 
Business each month, and between 
the Chair and Affinity Water’s 
pensions team.
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Your Trustee Board
The role of the Trustee is to 
manage the Plan effectively 
for the benefit of members. 

The Trustee Board comprises: 

•  Karen Austin:  
Employer Nominated 
Director (and Chair)

•  Michael Calabrese:  
Employer Nominated 
Director

•  Anton Gazzard:  
Member Nominated 
Director

•  Eddie Lintott:  
Member Nominated 
Director

•  Phil Parsons:  
Employer Nominated 
Director

•  Independent Trustee 
Services Limited: 
Independent Trustee 
Director (represented by 
Hetal Kotecha).

Joint Company Secretaries:
•  Tim Monod
•  Siân Woods.

The Trustee has appointed 
three organisations to provide 
specialist services and advice:
•  Hymans Robertson 
 – see page 4
•  Eversheds Sutherland
 – see page 4
•  KPMG 
 – the Plan’s auditor.
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The two directors 
nominated by Plan 
members are known 
as Member Nominated 
Directors (MNDs). In 
April Mike Pocock’s 
resignation as an MND, 
effective from July, 
triggered the process of 
finding his successor.

Initially this process 
involved a series of 
communications to all 
active and pensioner members, explaining what 
the role requires and the benefits of taking on this 
important voluntary position. Interested members 
were asked to complete and submit a simple 
application form that required them to provide 
a brief description of their role and relevant 
experience, as well as details of the three Plan 
members nominating them. During this process 
the other trustee directors were available for 
informal discussion, to further explain the role to 
potential candidates.

Chair Karen Austin was involved in all stages 
of this process and was hugely impressed with 
the quality of the candidates. All six nominated 
members were interviewed by a selection panel 
comprising Karen, Hetal Kotecha (Independent 
Trustee Director) and Mike or Eddie Lintott (MNDs). 
The successful candidate was Anton Gazzard, 
who works as Head of Business Transformation in 
Affinity Water.

Anton was formally appointed as a trustee 
director on 16 July. He has begun the process of 
training and familiarisation with the pensions 
industry in general and the specifics of the Plan.

Member Nominated Director 
selection process

Anton Gazzard

Farewell Alan: our thanks go to Alan Wiseman for his many years of service to 
members as Payroll & Pensions Manager. Alan is leaving Affinity Water in November 
and we wish him well.



These days everything is moving 
online, from your payslip to insurance 
certificates, bank accounts and 
shopping. For some time now, 
information about the Plan and your 
personal data has been available to you 
on our pensionsWEB portal. From next 
year the Trustee will aim to issue the 
annual benefits statements (received by 
all active and deferred members) to this 
portal.

This move will help reduce the Plan’s 
administration costs and will give you 
access to all previous statements in 
one area – making it easier for you to 
track your benefits. However, it’s not 
compulsory and you will have the option 
to receive a hard-copy statement in the 
post each year. 

Issuing these statements is a legal 
requirement, so there are a number of 
steps that we must follow to make sure 

that anyone who wants to opt out of the 
process can do so and has been given 
sufficient opportunities to register their 
decision. We’ll be sending three separate 
notices to you and at each stage you can 
notify us if you want to keep receiving 
hard copies. We will keep a record of 
these preferences and comply with 
them. Once the three notices have been 
issued, if you have not indicated that 
you want to keep receiving hard copies, 
you will automatically receive future 
statements via the pensionsWEB portal.

The first of the three notices will  
be issued shortly and we hope to 
complete the full process before the 
2018 statements are issued in April/ 
May 2019.

Once this process is complete we 
will move to using pensionsWEB to 
issue other documents, such as this 
newsletter.

The move to paperless
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Trustee changes

“I step down feeling 
confident that our 
pensions are in 
good hands”

Mike Pocock

Mike Pocock

There has been only one change to the Trustee Board this 
year: after five years as a member nominated director, Mike 
Pocock has retired from Affinity Water so has stepped down. 
Mike was a vital founder member of the team: he helped set 
up the Plan back in 2013, chaired the Member Experience and 
Governance Committee and could always be relied upon for 
calm and measured decision-making and advice. 

“I’ve really enjoyed being part of the Pension Trustee 
Board,” said Mike. “It’s a responsible job, but very worthwhile 
and rewarding. I think my replacement, Anton Gazzard, will 
be a great Board member joining a first-rate team and I step 
down feeling confident that our pensions are in good hands.”

Karen Austin retired from her role as Head of Governance 
for Affinity Water in August. However, we are delighted that 
she has agreed to stay on as Chair of the Board and a trustee 
director. This will provide consistency for the next few years 
and allow us to plan a controlled succession for her role.

http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/


Registrations to the Plan’s website, 
pensionsWEB, continue to grow: 13% of 
all members are now registered, rising to 
20% of all active members. Although this 
represents good progress, it does mean 
that most members don’t have access 
to all the functions that can help them 
better understand their pension, use the 
modelling tools to assess their expected 
pension and make changes online to their 
details or wishes.

Hymans is constantly looking to 
improve the website and has recently 
made three significant changes:
• if you are registering for the first time 

you can now complete this process 
online without waiting for a security PIN 
(personal identification number) to be 

 posted to you. After completing the 
online security checks, you will receive 
an email with your PIN. You will then 
be able to access all the functions and 
information on the website. This change 
has made the registration process much 
faster and should also enable 100% of 
members to complete it 

• you can now run a series of modelling 
scenarios on pensionsWEB and print 
out the results for your records. For 
example, you can alter your target 
retirement age and compare the 
different outcomes

• there’s a new, leaner structure 
and layout of the documents on 
pensionsWEB. Duplicates have been 
removed and documents are organised 
in a more user-friendly way, so are 
easier to locate.

If you haven’t tried it out yet, visit  
www.affinitywaterpensions.co.uk and 
register for pensionsWEB. Once you’ve 
received your PIN you’ll get instant, full 
access to your personal details and much, 
much more, including links to useful 
sources of information.

We’re adding new information to 
pensionsWEB all the time. If you’d like to 
suggest any new topics to add, do get in 
touch with us.

pensionsWEB upgrade
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Feedback from last year’s drop-in sessions was very positive, so we’re planning 
another set of events shortly after the issue of this newsletter. As previously, we’ll 
deliver a short presentation on a small number of key items, but the main focus will 
be an informal Q&A session, with trustee directors available to answer your queries 
and guide you towards further advice. During these sessions we’ll also be running a 
live online chat, so that people who can’t physically get to a location can still submit 
questions and receive answers via this channel. 

Drop-in sessions

http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/


Cyber security and data protection are becoming an 
increasing risk in all aspects of our lives and pensions are 
no exception. The Plan holds very personal data about 
you and holds funds on your behalf. Rest assured that 
the Trustee and all its advisors take their responsibilities 
to protect your data and comply with the General Data 
Protection Regulations (GDPR) extremely seriously.

The Trustee maintains a comprehensive risk register 
relating to the Plan and the risk threat is constantly 
reviewed. We only use reputable and trusted advisors 
and administrators, all of whom operate to ISO/IEC 
27001 2013, the information security management 
standard. 

GDPR was introduced in May this year and the Trustee 
has worked hard to comply fully with these new legal 
requirements. Policies, systems and processes have 
been reviewed and improved to ensure that we, and our 
advisors and administrators, manage your data securely 
at all times.

Someone starting a pension with us at age 21 may 
live to be 100 – even then, they may leave dependants 
who may be entitled to some benefits under the Plan. 
For this reason, most pension data is held well beyond 
your lifetime.

Cyber security and GDPR

There’s no getting away from it: pensions 
can be a daunting, difficult-to-understand 
topic. The abundance of jargon and 
phrases can be confusing too: transfers, 
annual allowances, AE, contributions, 
pensions freedoms – what do they all 
mean? 

To help you navigate the subject, gain 
a better understanding of how your 

pension works and your available 
choices, we have developed a series 
of single-sided, easy-to-read, A4 
factsheets on pensionsWEB. These are 
designed to give you a brief insight 
into the following:
• annual statements
• retirement options/pensions freedoms
• annual and lifetime allowances.

New factsheets

We’ll be creating more factsheets in response to members’ needs, so 
please keep checking pensionsWEB for more information or let us know 
if there’s a topic that you’d like covered. More detailed information can 
be found in our pensions guides, which you can access on pensionsWEB.
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Investment update 
An overview from Hymans

As at 31 March 2018, the Plan’s DB assets totalled £511m, excluding cash in the bank 
account (an increase of £5m over the year).

The Trustee invests the Plan’s DB assets to support its primary objective of holding 
enough money over time to pay pension and lump sum benefits to members and their 
dependants. Working with its advisors, the Trustee has created an investment structure 
for the Plan in order to meet this objective. Figure 1 shows the Plan’s allocation of assets, 
grouped by the broad strategic purpose they serve.

In deciding how the assets should be invested, the Trustee takes account of the Plan’s 
maturity profile, including relative proportions of liabilities in respect of pensioner and 
non-pensioner members; the level of funding surplus or deficit; the Trustee’s view of the 
employers’ financial strength; and the principle of diversification. Helped by its advisors, 
the Trustee regularly monitors the DB asset allocation and the performance of the Plan’s 
investments. The Trustee is conducting a major strategic review to reflect the early 
attainment of self-sufficiency and to set new objectives. Further details will be provided 
in due course. You can find more details on how the Trustee constructs the Plan’s asset 
allocation in the Trustee’s Statement of Investment Principles on pensionsWEB. 

Figure 1: The asset allocation of the Plan as at 31 March 2018
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Newton – Diversified growth: 4.6%

GMO – Diversified growth: 4.8%

M&G – Private debt: 4.7%

Rockspring – Property: 0.4%

Investec – Emerging market debt: 5.5%

M&G – European senior secured loans: 4.3%

Insight – 
Liability driven

 investment 
(LDI):
26.4%

Insight – 
Liquidity: 

14.4%

LGIM – 
Global 
equity: 
10.0%

Insight – 
LIBOR Plus: 

12.4%

LGIM – Corporate bonds: 6.8%

Partners Group – Multi-Asset Credit: 3.4%

Deutsche – Infrastructure: 2.4%

Key:
 Matching assets 
 – provide partial hedging of 

the interest rate and inflation 
risk of the liabilities

        
 Growth assets 
 – provide diversified 

returns in excess of 
liabilities

        
 Stable growth assets 
 – provide modest returns 

over liabilities and dampen 
the volatility of funding levels

http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/


Despite a volatile start to 2018, equity 
markets performed strongly over the 
12 months to 31 March 2018, driven 
for the most part by growing economic 
optimism. While equity valuations 
caused some concern, values kept 
rising as companies’ earnings 
continued to increase. Sterling 
strengthened against most other 
currencies over the period, meaning 
that hedging currency risk led to higher 
returns from overseas equity. 

Against this backdrop of buoyant 
global growth, the European Central 
Bank announced that the pace of its 
quantitative easing would be reduced in 

2018 and the Bank of England raised UK 
annual interest rates from 0.25% to 0.5% 
in November 2017 – the first increase for 
a decade. This gradual shift in monetary 
policy did make things tougher for 
global bond markets. However, an 
improving economic backdrop helped 
to keep corporate defaults at low levels, 
providing some positive background 
for credit markets. In general, non-
government bonds outperformed 
government bonds. 

UK commercial property continued 
to recover and capital values surpassed 
pre-Brexit referendum highs by the end 
of 2017.

Market update

Due to the slight rise in long-term interest 
rates over the year, the value placed on 
the Plan’s liabilities marginally decreased. 
This, combined with returns from the 
Plan’s growth assets and employers’ 
contributions, resulted in an overall 
improvement to the Plan’s funding level.

The Trustee monitors the investment 
performance of each of the Plan’s 
investment managers against appropriate 
and challenging long-term performance 
targets. The managers are expected to 
meet these targets over the long-term, 
but not necessarily each and every 
year. Over the year to 31 March 2018, 

the Plan’s managers outperformed 
their benchmark targets by 0.5% in 
aggregate. 

Over the year, two changes were made 
to the Plan. The Trustee added a new 
stable growth allocation, specifically the 
Partners Group Multi-Asset Credit Fund, 
in October 2017. This was introduced 
to deliver more regular investment 
income to help meet the Plan’s benefit 
payments in a cost-effective manner. 
In addition, the Rockspring UK Property 
mandate reached the end of its term, 
with the final distribution being paid to 
the Plan in October 2017.

Changes to the DB Plan over the year
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Report and accounts 
summary
Shown below is a summary extract from the latest Trustee’s report and accounts.  
It details the monies coming into and out of the DB section of the Plan between  
1 January 2017 and 31 December 2017.

Cash sums on retirement and 
death (including returns of 
contributions on death)

(1,585)

Fees and expenses* (9)

Investment management fees (2,369)

Individual transfers to other 
pension schemes

(1,540)

Return of contributions due to 
members leaving the Plan

(16)

OPENING BALANCE As At 1 JANuARy 2017  = £493,945,000

Monies in £000 Monies out £000

Employers’ contributions 6,283 Pensions paid (13,032)

Employees’ contributions 
(ordinary)

669

Employees’ additional 
voluntary contributions

14

Net investment income 1,205

Interest on cash deposits and 
other miscellaneous income

4

Change in market value of 
investments

33,987

Income from insurance 1

Total income 42,163 Total expenditure (18,551)

CLOsING BALANCE As At 31 DECEMBER 2017 = £517,557,000

*  Costs of administering the Plan are paid by the employers, except as noted above.

Plan membership 

Active members at 1 January 2017 340

Retirements (22)

Leavers (10)

Deaths (1)

Active members at 31 December 2017 307

Pensioners at 31 December 2017 1,401

Members with preserved benefits at 31 December 2017 658
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UK pensions
Did you know?

If you’re 
over 50 
and have a 
workplace 
pension, you 
are entitled to a FREE 
45- to 60-minute session 
with an independent 
advisor, either by phone  
or in person. See 
www.pensionswise.co.uk

Your 
contributions 
are paid into 
the pension 
fund from your salary 
before income tax is 
calculated. A lower-rate 
taxpayer could pay £10 
into their pension fund 
but only see £8 come out 
of their take-home pay

If you want to transfer 
more than £30,000 
out of a pension fund, 
you must obtain 
independent financial 
advice – it’s the law!

The Pension Protection 
Fund (which guarantees 
DB pensions) is paid for 
by a levy on all schemes, 
but higher-risk schemes 
have to pay more

To qualify for a full 
state pension, you need 
to have paid National 
Insurance contributions 
for 35 years, but 
these don’t have to be 
consecutive

The 2018/2019 weekly
basic State Pension is 

£164.34 

Free 
session 

For 
over 50s

Paid 
BeFore 
income 

tax

transFerrinG more 
tHan £30,000?

taKe indePendent 
Financial advice

GUaranteed

!

31% 
of UK adults have 
no private pension 
provision

22% of people with 
more than one pension 
pot (that’s 7 million 
people!) had lost track 
of at least one of their 
pension accounts

£ £ £

national
insUrance

35 Years
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The average cost of a 

pension scam is

£91,000 

SCAM
ALERT



1.  If you think you’ve been scammed  
– act immediately
If you’ve already signed something 
you’re now unsure about, contact your 
pension provider straight away. They 
may be able to stop a transfer that 
hasn’t taken place yet. Then call Action 
Fraud on 0300 123 2040 to report it.

If you have doubts about what to  
do, ask The Pensions Advisory  
Service (TPAS) for help. Call them 
on 0300 123 1047 or visit the TPAS 
website for free pensions advice  
and information.

If you’re aged 50 or over, Pension 
Wise is there to help you investigate 
your retirement options. Visit the 
Pension Wise website to find out 
more.

2. Cold-called about your pension?  
Hang up!
Unsolicited phone calls, texts or emails 
about your pension are nearly always 
scams. Scammers will often claim 
they’re from Pension Wise or other 
government-backed bodies. These 
organisations would never phone or 
text to offer a pension review.

3.  ‘Deals’ to look out for
Beware of unregulated investments 
offering ‘guaranteed returns’. These 
include exotic-sounding investments 
like hotels, vineyards or other overseas 
ventures, and deals where your money 
is all in one place – and therefore more 
at risk. Visit the Financial Conduct 
Authority’s (FCA’s) ScamSmart website 

to see if the deal you’re being offered 
has the hallmarks of a scam.

Don’t be rushed into making a 
decision. Scammers will try to pressure 
you with ‘time limited offers’ or send 
a courier to your door to wait while 
you sign documents. Take your time to 
make all the checks you need – even if 
this means turning down a seemingly 
‘amazing deal’.

4.  Using an advisor? Make sure they’re 
registered with the FCA
Scammers sometimes pose as financial 
advisors. Check that your advisor 
is registered on the FCA website 
and that they’re authorised to give 
advice on pensions. If you deal with 
someone who is not regulated, you 
may not be covered by the Financial 
Ombudsman Service or Financial 
Services Compensation Scheme if 
things go wrong. And don’t be taken 
in by smart websites or brochures 
– professional-looking marketing 
materials are not a guarantee of a 
company’s authenticity.

5.  Don’t let a friend talk you into an 
investment – check everything 
yourself
People have fallen for scams because 
they’d been recommended by a 
friend. Do your homework, even if you 
consider yourself or your friend to be 
financially savvy. False confidence can 
lead to you getting stung – and with a 
pension, it might be years before you 
discover you’ve been scammed.

Pensions fraud – five tips

Pensions are big business for conmen, who are becoming ever more sophisticated in 
their tactics and approach. The Pensions Regulator provides the following five top tips to 
avoid being scammed.
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Be ScamSmart 
with your pension.
Check who you’re dealing with:
www.fca.org.uk/scamsmart

Pension scams often include:

• contact out of the blue

• promises of high / 
guaranteed returns

• free pension reviews

• access to your pension 
before age 55

• pressure to act quickly 

Don’t let a scammer 
enjoy your retirement



Affinity Water Pension Trustees Limited
Tamblin Way
Hatfield
Hertfordshire
AL10 9EZ

Further information
Log onto pensionsWEB in the first instance. You will find a range of relevant information, 
such as DB Plan booklets (which explain your benefits and retirement options) and, if 
you’re an active member, your annual benefit statements (setting out your retirement 
benefits). You will also be able to complete or change your expression of wish and 
amend your bank details. 

Other documents available upon request include:
• DB Statement of Investment Principles – explains the considerations and objectives 

governing the Trustee’s investment decisions for the DB section of the Plan
• Annual report and accounts – shows the Plan’s income and expenditure for the year.

If you have any questions or comments on this issue of Your Pension Matters, 
please contact:
• Phil Parsons on 01707 398548 (phil.parsons@affinitywater.co.uk)
• Karen Austin on 07801 677561 (trusteechair@affinitywater.co.uk)
• Siân Woods on 07977 433860 (sian.woods@affinitywater.co.uk).

If you have any day-to-day queries about your pension, please contact:
• the Hymans Robertson helpline on 0207 082 6182 (affinity@hymans.co.uk).

All issues of Your Pension Matters are 
available from pensionsWEB.  

In future we will email you when a new 
issue is available, unless we do not have 
a valid email address for you or you let us 
know that you would prefer to receive a 
hard copy.

DB members

http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/
http://affinitywaterpensions.co.uk/

